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Practice:  
Safety Visually Methodology

In 2013 Scott Brownrigg’s Technical 
Consulting ‘Safety Visually’ Methodology 
won the Association for Project Safety (APS) 
CDM Innovation Award. Judges applauded 
its innovative approach to improving 
construction health and safety.  

The methodology, which identifies 
significant risks at design stages in a visual 
way and communicates risk jargon-free to 
stakeholders, has been designed by Paul 
Bussey, Head of Technical Consulting.

Here Paul explains the methodology and 
its application across projects including 
the Southampton Solent University scheme 
currently being undertaken by the practice. 

IDENTIFYING HAZARDS & RISKS

The concept of identifying risk visually is commonplace on 
roads, buildings, stations, maps, and even construction 
sites, so why not on construction drawings and associated 
documents.

INDUSTRY CONTEXT

The current upheaval within the Construction Industry regarding 
the appropriate interpretation and implementation of the 2007 
CDM Regulations and particularly their non-compliance with 
the 1994 TMCS European Directive is a cause for considerable 
debate and impending change. We are on the verge of a new 
set of CDM Regulations in 2015 which will radically change their 
method of delivery bringing the architect into the forefront as the 
‘Principal Designer (Health and Safety)’ on all projects.  

It is therefore important that the RIBA and architects in general 
are ready to take on this new duty and responsibility, and meet 
industry expectations by embracing the ethical issues of project 
safety.

The Safety Visually principles are already being used in parts 
of the industry as an alternative method of identifying hazards 
and associated risks, and to minimise unacceptable risks. 
Possible risk control measures are passed onto contractors 
to manage during the construction phase, using a minimum 
amount of narrative documentation. However, this is to a fairly 
limited extent, and does not reflect the need to recognise 

‘acceptable or tolerable risks’ within projects or by the 
construction industry. Neither does it help designers to go only 
‘so far as is reasonably practicable’ (SFARP) to mitigate these 
significant issues as a collaborative team. The visual analysis 
process allows these often difficult-to-agree concepts to be 
discussed collectively and recorded in a manner that everyone 
can easily understand, including operatives and foreign workers. 
The process should help in bringing together a widely divergent 
part of the industry; creating more cohesive team-working 
expectations, better health and safety outcomes and facilitating 
the construction of better and more innovative and creative 
designs, which previously may have been challenged by over 
onerous health and safety expectations.

THE AIM

Scott Brownrigg and its clients identified the need to find a 
way of analysing and addressing all relevant health and safety 
risks on their projects in a design-based proportionate and 
practicable way. This needed to be done without having to 
produce huge volumes of unnecessary and often impenetrable 
written paperwork on obvious generic risk management 
issues, yet needed to ensure the continued capacity for design 
excellence. 

METHOD

By means of facilitating collaborative working, Safety Visually 
has evolved as an easy to comprehend, developing design and 
constructability storyboard. This helps all project participants 
to engage in a blame-free, open and transparent dialogue 
regarding significant CDM issues throughout project preparation 
stages in design team meetings. The developing Visual Design 
Stage Options Matrix document points the tendering contractors 
towards the transient or hidden constructability issues that would 
not necessarily be easy to glean from the architectural drawings 
or from the written pre-construction information. It provides 
a financially level playing field for all tenderers and creates a 
benchmark of CDM expectations for the construction phase. 
Contractors can also develop their equivalent project execution 
stage information, identifying their preferred construction and 
risk management methods in a similarly visual way as feedback 
to the client and design team, which can also be used by the 
workforce who arguably need it most.

Simply put, the Safety Visually Methodology identifies 
significant risks at design stages in a visual way; in 
communicating risk to all stakeholders in a jargon-free and 
clear way it facilitates open discussion of design risk resolution 
options, allows access to more detailed information (if required), 
communicates risk reduction methods to others and also creates 
feedback to the industry.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The Safety Visually process is being used on a wide variety 
of projects and is continually being refined with feedback 
from internal and external sources. On Southampton Solent 
University, the process has identified a number of significant 
risks relating to the existing site, proposed building design 
and the client’s safety expectations of the completed building, 
particularly relating to future maintenance. This information 
has been recorded in the CDM Options Analysis Matrix for 
wide discussion by the construction team, client team and 
other stakeholders, with recommended solutions and options 
considered. As the project progresses and as an increasing level 
of detail evolves, these options are rationalised into one safe but 
aesthetically appropriate solution for the project. This document 
works in conjunction with the identification of the significant 
issues on the project surveys, site plans, architectural drawings 
and visualisations, and forms a progressively developed 
‘safety specification’ of significant issues. It is important not 
to identify risks that are purely related to trade contractor and 
main contractor construction issues, those that are within the 
capability and training of experienced contractors.

In parallel to its application across a variety of projects, 
case studies are being produced of lessons learnt and good 
practice, these are disseminated across the practice as well as 
to the Designers Initiative on Health and Safety (DIOHAS) and 
to members of the WREN Insurance Association. These are 
available on request to practitioners, academics and students.

CONCLUSION

This methodology creates a potential pivotal change to the 
management of risk and the integration of safety systems into 
architectural projects. It resonates particularly well with the key 
design and construction stakeholders, whilst at the same time 
meeting statutory and operational expectations 
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THE PROBLEM / CHALLENGE
The existing globe at the top of the tower of the Coliseum Opera 
House was no longer illuminated and needed refurbishment. The 
building is Grade 2* listed so replication of original features was 
essential.

THE RISKS
Falls from height during refurbishment and future maintenance of the 
240 lamps.

THE SOLUTION
Regular man access was rejected on safety and economic grounds. 
A fibre optic design was selected with projectors at lower accessible 
levels of the tower… The tower was fully scaffolded during refurbishment, 
and can be scaffolded for periodic maintenance and cleaning.

THE BENEFITS
Risks associated with access to the globe were eliminated. The fibre 
optic solution allows client an economic method to maintain full 
lighting to the globe sky sign without risks to maintenance personnel

KEY POINTS
Consultation between the client / FM team and the design and 
contractor team allowed early decisions to be made. (The early 
involvement of the client allowed for the increased costs of fibre optics to 
be accommodated.) Survey drawings were annotated to analyse the 
risks and communicate the solutions.

SCHEME AND DETAILED DESIGN – GLOBE LIGHTING ACCESS – LONDON COLISEUM

SCOTT BROWNRIGG / DIOHAS  – PROPORTIONATE AND PRACTICABLE CDM FOR DESIGNERS

Existing ‘dark’ tower Existing ‘lit’ tower

1.0.2 
The atrium and new 
academic building

• Working at height 
• Asbestos
• Multiple trades in 

close proxim ty
• Heavy lifting of large 

objects
• Fire strategy

CDM OVERVIEW

Atrium Roof Construction and 
maintenance access

MEWP access agreed with client 
internally. IRATA trained rope access 
to ETFE external

Millais elevational and structural 
modifications with asbestos removal 
issues

Contractor to agree programme with 
client. Proposal at tender.

Open balcony construction to New 
Academic Building with associated 
temporary protection prior to final 
handrail installations. Minimize 
working at height. 

In-situ slabs with possible offsite 
manufacture of balcony pods, craned 
into place.

Access to ceiling lighting on 
balconies to prevent falls over 
balustrade, by podium steps

Client  agreed podium steps to 
balconies.

Construction and maintenance of 
pod feature at centre of atrium. 
Offsite manufacture and cranage. 

Contractor /designer to agree details 
with specialist. Proposal at tender.

Fire Engineering of Atrium during 
construction phase with long travel 
distances and large amounts 
of scaffolding and temporary 
protection. Alternative exits from 
Millais required.

Construction phase fire strategy to 
be agreed with contractor and SSU , 
for operatives and users of Millais.

Access for construction vehicles into 
atrium due to raised levels above 
ground and hole in atrium slab. 

Contractor site access plan to be 
agreed 

Retain occupation of Millais 
throughout works, ventilation, 
daylight v Noise, dust and 
distraction, Means of Escape.

Contractor and client to agree 
programme, timings, details. Noise 
will be very problematic to counter.

Designer CDM Analysis and Options Matrix – Hazard Identification and Significant Risk Management

Project & No: Solent University Campus Work Stage: E Revision & date: 8 issue November 1st 2013

HAZARDS and
SIGNIFICANT 
RISKS

BUILDING  FORM, 
MATERIAL, 
ACTIVITY, 
LOCATION

ELIMINATE or 
AVOID risks
(During early 
design stages)
SFARP 

REDUCE or MINIMIZE risks ALARP by:
(During all design stages) 
Safe systems of work & protection 

INFORMATION
To be provided  
with the design eg 
Specialist Design 
& client input

CONTROL METHODS
Contractor or Client 
Management Systems

OTHER SPECIALIST GUIDANCE & 
COMMENTS
Eg. ACTIONS & DATES

Agreed In principle
Not yet 
agreed

Team Sign-off status Client S. Solent University Architect Scott Brownrigg Struct. Eng SWH (Str) Services Eng WSP (Ser) P. Contractor TBC

Others P.M Gleeds CDM-C Scott Brownrigg Landscape Cost Consultant F & Gould


